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save our great, ovally encamped race, I never had any
political convictions. I have none now.
I am completely indifferent to forms of governments, and
constitutions appear to me to be things harmful when they
are not, like the constitution that the great Locke drew up
for the Carolinas, merely imbecile. I like monarchies, as I
like to look at primitive Italian Nativities. But if the Russian
Soviet really puts its trust in hammers and sickles I would
willingly say that I was for the u.s.s.r. right or wrong and
let it go at that. Since, putting its trust in the monstrous
collections of wheels that are the Machine, it uses those
tools merely as emblems on its banner—as did the French
Monarchy with the lily—I don't say anything of the sort.
§
My own only profound conviction as far as sociology is
concerned is that Humanity will deteriorate further and
further until the sense of impersonal property diminishes
and dies in the human brain. And only education and the
sense of craftsmanship can effect that change.
Property is obviously a necessity for men and women.
But that Property must be only something that one has made
or grown or something that has been given you by some
other craftsman or grower—something, above all, that
one can take into a private place apart and examine at
long leisure. Such intimate things are necessities. Purchases
are only another form of robbery; you acquire them by
holding a coin instead of a knife at someone else's throat.
They are only yours until, you weakening, someone else
comes and holds at your throat another coin. Even to-day
few men would exchange a hoe that they have made for
themselves for one out of a department store. The one lives
in the hand, the other is dead weight.
But impersonal property—above all the sense of, the
passion for, impersonal property—is the source of all evil.
If Mr. Conqueror were not blinded by the dazzling thought
of controlling ten thousand miles away the products of mines
he has never seen he would not inarch murdering onto
distant territories. We are dying because men have done that.
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